Uniting, Engaging,
and Training
a Hybrid
Workforce

Every day we have a choice: between working the way we always have
and making changes that will define the future of work. If you’re a corporate
leader focused on company culture and personnel development, this isn’t
just part of the picture, it’s at the core of your mandate. But making changes,
especially innovative ones, isn’t always easy. Getting stakeholders–from
employees to shareholders to the C-suite–to embrace new ways of doing
things can be a challenge, and transformation is often incremental.
In the last few years, businesses all over the world were abruptly forced to
shift to working with remote, distributed workforces. This shift happened
not gradually, over months or years, but in a matter of days or weeks. And
while some companies were more prepared for this moment than others,
few were truly ready for the scale and ubiquity of change that the pandemic
created.
While the pivot to working remotely presented challenges–from technology
to finding a quiet WFH space–employees have come to value the flexibility
and possibility offered by remote working options. Now, as restrictions get
lifted, not everyone is eager to get back to the office.
In fact, a recent Harris Poll survey found that just 25% of employees want
to go back to the office full-time. The rest are looking to continue working
from home full-time (40%) or are interested in a hybrid scenario with some
days remote and some days on site (35%). And these opinions are strong: In
a Morning Consult survey, 39% of employees said they’d consider quitting if
they couldn’t work remotely at least part time.

Meanwhile, the competition for these workers is fiercer than ever. According to
a recent Business Insider article on “the great reshuffle,” a study from Arizona
State University, Virginia Commonwealth University, and the Dallas Fed, has
found that 1 in 4 Americans have switched jobs since the pandemic began, and
more than a quarter of those workers have seen their salaries jump by 10% or
more.
To remain competitive in keeping current employees and attracting new
high-potentials, many companies are now rightly looking at a permanent
transition to a hybrid workplace or even a full-remote positioning.

In this guide, we’ll look at some of the challenges, opportunities, and
solutions ahead, including:
y

y

The latest trends in hybrid work
How to effectively unite a hybrid workforce around common goals
and values

y

How to cultivate engagement in the hybrid workplace

y

Training approaches for employees in a hybrid environment
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The Latest
Intrudaction
Global Trends
in Hybrid
Work
Since the pandemic hit, fully-remote
and hybrid workplaces have undergone a
large-scale, global stress test. And while this
isn’t how we would have chosen to learn more
about what does and doesn’t work in hybrid
and remote environments, the data that this
period has provided is invaluable in helping us
understand how to establish partially
and totally remote workplaces on a
long-term basis.

Balance, communication,
and trust

Having the right physical
environment matters…

One of the most common obstacles to
enabling hybrid and remote workplaces has
long been concerns about how and whether
work will get done when employees are out
of sight. We know accountability is essential
and that communication is what makes
that accountability happen. But as your
workplace shifts to a permanent hybrid
footing, don’t overlook the importance
of trust.

Every hybrid office is different. At some, all
employees will spend some of their work
time remotely and some of it on-site. At
others, some employees may do all their
work on-site, while others are nearly 100%
remote. Making sure you have the right
physical space that can accommodate daily
on-site staff and visitors is an obvious need,
especially when flexible in-office time
means that some colleagues may be sharing
desks and technology.

Gains in employee satisfaction brought
on by the flexibility afforded by hybrid
workplaces can quickly be erased if
employees are required to be on-camera
continuously for their entire workday or
have to ask permission to leave their virtual
desks for things like bathroom breaks
or lunch.
The successful hybrid workplace is all
about mutual respect, finding new ways
to connect, and implementing new
strategies to evaluate employee and team
performance.
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Similarly, your organization has a lot to gain
from caring about the office set-ups of
remote workers. The pandemic showed us
that finding a quiet space for a home office
isn’t always easy, especially in cities where
rents and housing costs are high. Support
your company can offer remote workers
in setting up and funding a comfortable,
efficient remote workplace (e.g., standing
desks, ergonomic charis) is highly valuable
to the employees in question and can go a
long way towards making them feel a part
of the team.
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Events
Technology
… so does having the right
virtual environment

Planning your virtual workspaces–where both
on-site and remote employees will meet,
create, problem-solve, and innovate–requires
just as much attention to detail as your on-site
physical office. You need virtual solutions that
meet the many needs of your employees and
their work days.
Essential Tools for Virtual Work
y
y

y

y

y
y
y

virtual meeting rooms
digital whiteboards and other
collaboration tools
a media repository of institutional
knowledge
a chat environment for casually
reaching out to other employees
on-demand training resources
compliance verification checks
and a way for C-level executives
to bring the whole organization
together for regular updates and
important news.
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If this sounds like a lot, that’s because it is. The
good news, however, is that there are easy to
implement solutions for all these needs. We’ll
walk through some specific implementation
examples later in this guide.

Authenticity increases
employee satisfaction and
productivity
Our collective mass experiment in remote
and hybrid work has also gone a long way
towards encouraging organizations to
embrace the reality that today’s workplace–
and its boundaries–are different. While the
conventional wisdom was once that it should
never be apparent when someone is working
from a non-traditional off-site location, work
during the pandemic was rife with interruptions
by kids, pets, grocery deliveries, and the
complexities of how we live now.
And while this wasn’t always ideal, we did
get used to being aware of–and having
compassion for–the lives of our colleagues
beyond the workplace. Embracing authenticity
from our coworkers both on-site and remotely
is one of the most essential trends the future
of work is offering. And this doesn’t just mean

saying hello to the occasional visiting pet
during a virtual meeting.
The pandemic has served to shift many people’s
perceptions of what work-life balance should
look like, and the expectations for compassion
and flexibility from corporations has shifted
along with those perceptions. Providing a
flexible, hybrid working environment is just
the beginning of responding to this change
in perspective.
Diversity and inclusion efforts that welcome
and acknowledge all employees and their
lived experiences are key. So is support and
understanding around employees’ family
responsibilities. Employers that demonstrate
more support for these realities will, in return,
receive more loyalty and productivity from
their workers.
However, a commitment to supporting
authenticity in the workplace needs to
be, well, authentic. A recent study from
Microsoft found that 39% of respondents are
committed to being their authentic selves
at work. And while that’s an increase from
previous levels, that’s still low after a year
where 1 in 6 employees acknowledged crying
at work.
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Leveraging asynchrony

While creating the right virtual environment
for your company helps keep hybrid and
remote employees connected in realtime, asynchronous communication is
one of the great underreported benefits
of going hybrid. Employees who have
the flexibility of remote work will often
choose some working hours that are
outside of the traditional ones in their
location. Additionally, hybrid and remote
environments mean more employees in
other time zones – at least some of
the time.

Accountability and metrics
help demonstrate results
We talked about the importance of
trust and measuring results in a hybrid
work environment earlier. Some of that
accountability is going to be human-led, and
relies on creating a culture that values honesty
and flagging concerns before problems arise.
But effective virtual work environments also
come with a range of metrics that can help you
stay on task, keep organized, and evaluate and
encourage employee engagement.

Metrics and data are a central part of the
hybrid and remote-positioned company,
not because they allow you to check up
on your employees, but because they
can help you see where there may be
bottlenecks and where your staff may need
more support. Data is often the first step
in helping your employees excel so your
organization can thrive.

While there’s huge benefit in bringing remote
and hybrid employees together virtually
when it makes sense, the asynchronous
nature of the changing workplace confers a
significant competitive advantage.
With hybrid and remote work, your company
can be productive on a continuous 24-hour
cycle, often without requiring shiftwork. If
you’re embracing hybrid work and remote
positioning, make sure to strategize your
communications and technology solutions,
based on the benefits of both synchronous
and asynchronous work flows. Both will
serve you–and your highly flexible staff–well.
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Technology
Intrudaction
to Unite
a Hybrid
Workforce

We know hybrid and remote positioning
sounds great and is quickly becoming an
essential strategic choice, but how do you
make it work, and how do you use it to
keep your organization cohesive?
One central pillar of your hybrid solution
is adopting a video-first mindset. Video
is popular, and it’s familiar. We use it
at work. We use it with our friends and
family. And we use it for entertainment.
And now, more than ever before, video
feels personal and authentic, allowing us
to be together even when we’re far apart.
Video enables us to create real, virtual
connections.
Adoption of video as a unifying tool needs
to start at the top of your organization.
Digital town halls with the C-suite and
other senior executives are a great place
to begin. Turning to video for these events
naturally feels more up-close and personal
than bringing everyone together in an
auditorium.
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Taking your town halls or all-hands
meetings fully virtual offers many
benefits when it comes to uniting
your company and building an
inclusive culture:
y

y

y

Virtual town halls allow for
easy, non-disruptive audience
participation and feedback in the
form of live chat rooms, emoji
reactions, and quick polling.
Q&A is easily conducted with
flexible and reliable moderation
tools.
These active engagement features
help flatten the organization,
dispensing with the hierarchies
that get in the way of great ideas
and innovative collaboration.
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But what does it take to host a virtual town
hall? And how do you go about figuring out
how to do it? After all, it’s a lot more than just
a video call with a lot of people on it. Will you
need new staff? Expensive and unfamiliar
technology?

Intrudaction

A virtual town hall is, in essence, a companywide video-based meeting that helps your
organization understand where it’s headed
together. Whether your company has 600
employees or 60,000 employees, town halls are
a great way to ensure your entire organization–
no matter how hybrid, distributed, or virtual—is
on the same page in terms of knowledge, goals,
and culture.

Production Considerations
As you plan your virtual town hall, it’s
important to understand that the medium
is also the message.
Do you want an intimate, scrappy, startup feel? With the right solution, your town
hall can be set-up and run by one person
from a single laptop. Or do you want a fullyproduced special event designed to honor
top employees? Truly robust webcasting
solutions can also handle inputs from
multiple cameras run through a mixer,
prerecorded video, and more.
If multi-camera events with high production
values sound both overwhelming and like
exactly what you need, don’t panic. Whiteglove services to facilitate the virtual events
that will unite your organization are also
readily on offer.
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Levels of Support
What level of production are you
looking for?
From a laptop?
After a quick test run, you’ll be
ready to go!
Single camera with mic?
If you don’t have these resources
in-house, you’ll need a rental and/
or to hire a camera person.
Multi-camera with professional
sound, lighting, etc.?
Unless your organization regularly
produces events of this scale,
you’ll want to bring in white-glove
production services.
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Format and Feature
Considerations

Intrudaction

The format of your event will, to a
certain degree, be dictated by your
decisions around production. However,
when evaluating an enterprise-ready
webcasting solution that can help unite
your organization around key moments,
you’ll also want to consider the available
features that can help shape your virtual
town hall.
For even simple town hall events, you’ll
want to make sure any solution you
consider offers moderated Q&A, slide
synchronization, announcements, and
polls. These features can be deployed
during your town hall event to keep
attendees engaged and encourage
participation without distraction from the
main message.
Will all of these features be necessary
for every town hall? Not always. But an
organization that needs to have one virtual
town hall, will certainly have more in the
future. Starting with a complete solution
gives you the options you need to hold the
right event at the right time from day one.
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Key Format Questions
Beyond live speakers, what type
of content do you expect your
town hall to include?
Slide-based presentations
Pre-recorded video
Q&A
How do you intend to boost
engagement during the town hall?
Polling
Text-based chat for attendees
Emoji reactions
Breakout rooms

Technical Considerations
You’ll want to make sure that everyone
attending your virtual town hall has a
positive experience with the quality of the
video broadcast–no matter what type of
device they are using and no matter where
they are located.
When it comes to delivery abilities, you’ll
be looking for a solution that can deliver
high-quality video to any device anywhere.
Flexible delivery options–think eCDN,
P2P, dual delivery, and more–allow you to
optimize bandwidth to make this possible.
Meanwhile, analytics will also allow you
to monitor quality of service in real-time,
giving you the opportunity to troubleshoot.
But make sure your analytics don’t stop
there. Data that tracks engagement with
event content both live and after-thefact, can be used to measure ROI and can
help you tailor post-event messaging and
discussions.
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Intrudaction
Key Technical Questions
What type of devices will your
employees be using?

What delivery options will provide
the most uniform experience for
participants?
How live does content need
to be? How much delay is
acceptable?

Post-Event Considerations to
Thread Into Planning
In addition to making sure you choose a
solution with analytics that can help you
evaluate your virtual town hall after the fact,
there are other post-event considerations you’ll
want to address in the early planning stages.
For example, recording, transcription, and video
editing options will guarantee your webcast
remains useful after the fact and can reach any
stakeholder who was unable to attend live.
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How quickly transcripts and translations can
be produced may reflect on your organization’s
inclusiveness and accessibility.
Meanwhile, having robust video editing
options allows you to repurpose content in
multiple ways–including in teaser videos and
promotions.
Finally, a video portal that can organize
content and make it searchable further
helps extend the life of any event to become
a permanent part of your institutional
knowledge.

Key Post-Event Questions
How do you intend to include those
who could not attend the event
live?
Have you taken accessibility
issues like transcription into
consideration?
Are translations of the event
needed?
How can stakeholders locate
recordings of the event if they wish
to review them?
Can parts of this content be edited
and incorporated into other video
content?

Video town halls aren’t just large-scale events.
They’re large-scale opportunities. With clear,
regular, interactive video communication from
executives, employees will quickly see adopting
video–beyond basic video calls–as fundamental
to connecting and collaborating.
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How To Train
Intrudaction
Employees
in a Hybrid
Workforce
Training is another increasingly urgent area
where video can provide the backbone that
supports a hybrid or fully remote virtual
workforce. A recent study by Deloitte found
that while 53% of respondents said that at
least some reskilling training was necessary
at their organization, only 10% of those same
respondents felt their organization was ready
and able to meet the challenge.

And while there is sometimes concern about
who video truly reaches, Kaltura has found
that employees of all ages–from Gen Z to
Boomer and beyond–vastly prefer video-based
training to the alternatives.
But before we talk finding the right video
solutions to meet these training needs, let’s
take a look at some of the types of training your
organization may need and why it will benefit
from video.

relax and truly absorb information from
their own remote work location. It also
provides employees in a video-first hybrid
work environment the opportunity to learn
while doing. And it provides–through prerecording materials and recordings of live
sessions—on-demand content employees
can refer to any time they might need.

Onboarding
Onboarding new employees in a hybrid
organization could theoretically be done in
person, but when you consider the realities
of a distributed workforce and serving
hybrid employees best, live, or recorded
video is the most efficient option.
Plus, video has many advantages. Not
only does video cut down on travel
expenses and time, video helps to create
standardization that can ensure every
employee receives the same cultural
knowledge, policies, and philosophical
introduction to the company.
Video onboarding can also reduce “firstday-at-school” stress, helping employees

Uniting, Engaging, and Training a Hybrid Workforce
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Compliance

Intrudaction

Depending on your industry, location, and
corporate history, compliance may be a
critical issue. From company-wide training
on information security or regulatory
requirements, video-based training can
easily help you meet critical compliance
needs in a way that demands employee
engagement.

Diversity
In-video quizzing can help you make
sure that employees have absorbed
key, legally mandated information; and
analytics can help you prove that this
information has been disseminated and
processed.

Diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) efforts
aren’t just a nice-to-have, they’re an
essential part of today’s workplace. And,
too often, organizations struggle to prioritize
them.
As hybrid and remote positioning further
help us work globally and cross-culturally,
training to support these efforts and
create a harmonious work environment
is also becoming essential to employee
recruitment and retention efforts.
Diversity-related live and pre-recorded
video training can demonstrate your
organization’s commitment to these
issues. It can also help ensure there’s
a consistent base level of knowledge
across your company and can clarify and
reinforce policies aimed at stopping sexual
harassment and work-place racism–all
while allowing people to engage in a way
that allows them privacy and time for
contemplation.
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New Systems

Intrudaction

Sometimes, we all need a tech update.
When your organization rolls out new
technology and procedures, creating prerecorded video training supported by live
Q&A sessions can get everyone up-tospeed quickly on their own time, in a way
that doesn’t interrupt workflow or deadlines.
This material then becomes part of
your video knowledge base and can be
repurposed as part of onboarding training
going forward.

Up-skilling and Re-skilling
Not only do you need to make sure your
staff have all the skills they need for today’s
workplace, recruiting and retaining high
potentials is often dependent on whether
they perceive growth opportunities at your
organization.

On-Demand Training
to Prevent Productivity
Interruptions
Sometimes, training needs are apparent
well in advance. But often employees will
discover they need more information on
how to do something as the item comes up
in their workflow.
Without the immediate availability of ondemand video, productivity in this area
may stop until a time can be arranged for
the employee to receive in-person training.
Worse, employees may just try to wing-it,
with less than desirable results.
With a robust video library—created by your
organization over time—employees can seek
out the knowledge they need, when they
need it, increasing productivity and reducing
frustration and errors.

The availability of video-based training to
build skills doesn’t just help you improve the
workforce you have in a cost-efficient way; it
also helps you recruit the staff you want and
keep your workforce up to date.
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Virtual
Intrudaction
Training:
Three Solution
Spotlights
During the pandemic, many companies tried
to make do with using video conferencing
for teaching and training purposes. While
these tools can facilitate conversations, they
aren’t purpose-built for training and are not
enough to sustain the training goals of hybrid
and remote organizations long-term.
Luckily, there are a range of purpose-built,
video-centric technologies that can help you
meet the wide array of training needs and
possibilities in a hybrid organization.
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Virtual Classrooms
Purpose-built virtual classrooms, which offer
significant educational features (including
breakout rooms, quizzes, shared notetaking,
collaborative whiteboards, and persistent
rooms) are a far more appropriate–and
useful choice for corporate training that
requires live, face-to-face, synchronous
interaction.

You’ll especially want to make sure your
solution can support a range of multi-media
classroom materials. Look for the ability to
share presentations and pre-recorded videos
during a live class session as well as persistent
classroom spaces that can cut the set-up
work required of trainers and give your
employees access to resource libraries.

Virtual classrooms are a particular
boon to training that benefits from
participation, group activities, and
problem solving, so you’ll want to
look for these key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collaborative whiteboards
Shared note-taking
Polling/quizzing
Breakout rooms
Text-based chat
Moderation features
Persistent rooms
Shared, high-quality video playback
In-room content management
Easy recording
One-click access
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Webcasting

Intrudaction

Large-scale and even company-wide
training can be conducted in live or simulive
(previously recorded but broadcast as live)
events via webcasting. While these events
put the focus on the speakers and trainers,
they still allow for interactivity through
moderated Q&A, breakout rooms, and
quizzing and polling.
Webcasting can be a training solution all
on its own, or it can be used in conjunction
with virtual classrooms and the video portal
solution discussed next, to reach employees
at different learning stages and needs while
reinforcing your organization’s key values.
Webcasting as a training solution has a key
benefit in its reach. But in order for that
reach to be effective, you’ll want to make
sure any solution you’re looking at has ways
to create engagement so that any training
session has you entire company’s attention
and isn’t relegated to a window running in
the background.

Video Portals
Key Webcasting features to
look for include:
y

Text-based chat

y

Emoji reactions

y

Breakout rooms

y

Shared note-taking

y

Quizzing/polling

y

Q&A

y

Robust moderation

y

One-click access

y

Analytics that track Quality of Service
and engagement in real-time

Live video training is exciting, but so is the
ability to preserve that training for future
employees and as part of your organization’s
institutional knowledge.
To make that happen, you’ll want to be
sure that any solution you choose provides
excellent support for ways to create,
preserve, archive, and reuse training content.
This includes recording and automatic
transcription that gives employees easy
access to material in the format they prefer.

Video Portal features to look
for include:
y

Recording and archiving live events

y

Ability to set access controls on content

y

y

y
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Automatically generated or humanbased transcription and/or translation
Advanced video search, including invideo content and subtitles
Robust data that reports on
engagement metrics
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How to
Intrudaction
Cultivate
Engagement
in a Hybrid
Environment

Throughout this guide, we’ve talked about
video as a way to draw employees in
and connect them to corporate culture
and goals. And, while we’ve talked about
interactive features and engagement, we’ve
largely focused on a top-down model, in
which video adoption by leadership, human
resources, and L&D staff can help distribute
video-centric knowledge to employees.

How video-fluent are your employees?
TikTok is currently estimated to have over
1 billion monthly users (across all age
demos, by the way)–83% of whom have
created at least one video.
Video interest, knowledge, and
utilization is already in your workplace—
you just need to harness it.

But video isn’t a privilege in the hybrid
and remote-positioned workplace of
the future. It’s a given—and a tool used
to communicate in a myriad of ways by
employees at every level.
As your company moves towards a
video-focused footing, it’s important to
select solutions that embrace video for
everyone—not as some distant nice-to-have
future but as your digital reality right now.

Your employees are already
video creators
With smartphones, tech companies have
put video creation tools into everyone’s
hands. And the popularity of video-based
social media has turned us all into video
aficionados and skilled content creators.

Uniting, Engaging, and Training a Hybrid Workforce
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Integrating video into your
corporate culture

Because your employees are already used
to having easy-to-use video creation tools
at their fingertips, any tools you equip them
with in the workplace need to be similarly
accessible. If you provide your employees
with intuitive video tools, you give them
creative agency to contribute to your
company’s collective dialogue.
The solution you select should require
little to no formal training, be operable
independently, and encourage no-fault
experimentation.

Video is an engagement tool
As the future of work is increasingly built
around the hybrid model, video has a key
role in connecting employees in a space
where in-person face-to-face interaction
is not guaranteed. Video allows employees
who have never been in the same physical
room to meet, connect, and cooperate. It
reduces the space between us–not just
physically, but in terms of corporate culture,
values, and goals.
Easy-to-use, intuitive video tools combined
with your hybrid organization’s commitment
to authenticity will give employees an
incentive to create video content about
what they do in the workplace and how
they do it.
Encouraging employees to create selfintroduction videos, holding fun contests,
or hosting an internal TED-talk style event
are all ways to boost engagement and get
more cautious employees speaking the
language of video.

Uniting, Engaging, and Training a Hybrid Workforce
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The Future of Work Is
Already Here.
•

About Kaltura

Hybrid, distributed workforces aren’t just how
we work right now—they represent a new phase
of•professional life that supports a modern
approach to work that values flexibility and
breeds innovation. However, a hybrid or fully
remote positioning means that your company
is no longer defined by a physical space, and
that
• means you must be more focused than ever
before on forging your organization’s identity
through a set of shared goals.

Kaltura powers any video experience for any

Video has the capacity to communicate these
goals and unite your workforce, but only if
leadership from the top enables and encourages
its application throughout your organization.
Learning and development – both formally
organized
and conducted ad-hoc in peer-to-peer
•
contexts – represents one of the most useful ways
you can center video in a way that boosts your
organization’s efficiency and creativity

and entertainment.

•

organization. The Kaltura Video Experience Cloud offers
live and on-demand video products for every enterprise
need, across all industries. Kaltura is used by millions of users
globally at leading brands for communication, collaboration,
training, marketing, sales, customer care, teaching, learning,

Request a Demo

Learn More

